We present a systematic study of the first excited-state population in a 3D transmon qubit mounted in a dilution refrigerator with a variable temperature. Using a modified version of the protocol developed by Geerlings et al.
Superconducting qubits are increasingly promising candidates to serve as the logic elements of a quantum information processor. This assertion reflects, in part, several successes over the past decade addressing the fundamental operability of this qubit modality [2, 3] . A partial list includes a fiveorders-of-magnitude increase in the coherence time T 2 [4] , the active initialization of qubits in their ground state [1, 5] , the demonstration of low-noise parametric amplifiers [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] enabling high-fidelity readout [13] [14] [15] [16] , and the implementation of a universal set of high-fidelity gates [17] . In addition, prototypical quantum algorithms [18] [19] [20] and simulations [21, 22] have been demonstrated with few-qubit systems, and the basic parity measurements underlying certain error detection protocols are now being realized with qubit stabilizers [23] [24] [25] and photonic memories [26] .
Concomitant with these advances is an enhanced ability to improve our understanding of the technical and fundamental limitations of single qubits. The 3D transmon [27] has played an important role in this regard, because its relatively clean electromagnetic environment, predominantly low-loss qubitmode volume, and resulting long coherence times make it a sensitive testbed for probing these limitations.
One such potential limitation is the degree to which a superconducting qubit is in equilibrium with its cryogenic environment. Consider a typical superconducting qubit with a level splitting E ge = hf ge , with f ge = 5 GHz, mounted in a dilution refrigerator at temperature T = 15 mK, such that E ge k B T . Ideally, such a qubit in thermal equilibrium with the refrigerator will have a thermal population P |e ≈ 10 −5 % of its first excited state according to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. In practice, however, the empirical excited-state population reported for various superconducting qubits (featuring similar parameters E ge and T ) can be orders of magnitude higher, generally in the range of 1%-13% in steady state, corresponding to effective temperatures T eff = 50 − 130 mK [1, [28] [29] [30] .
Thermalizing to milliKelvin temperatures has been a longstanding challenge for both normal and superconducting devices [31] . A primary cause is thermal noise or blackbody radiation from higher temperature stages driving the device out of equilibrium, e.g., via direct illumination or transferred via wires to the devices. Several techniques have been identified to reduce these effects, including the use of microwave dissipative filters based on attenuation in thin coaxial lines [32, 33] , meander lines [34] , and fine-grain powders [35] ; the importance of light-tight shielding practices [36] ; and the introduction of low-reflectivity, infrared-absorbing ("black") surface treatments [37] . These techniques have been adapted to address qubit excited-state population by reducing stray or guided thermal photons [28, 38] . Nonetheless, the problem is not fully eliminated and, moreover, the mechanism that generates residual excited-state population has yet to be clarified.
In this Letter, we report a systematic study of excited-state population in a 3D transmon qubit as measured in our system. We developed a modified version of the protocol introduced by Geerlings et al. [1] to measure the excited-state population P |e as a function of bath temperature. Our measurements are consistent with a qubit in thermal equilibrium with the dilution refrigerator over the temperature range 35-150 mK. For temperatures below 35 mK, P |e saturates to a residual value with an upper bound of 0.1%, at the resolution of our measurement. Ascribing this residual population entirely to nonequilibrium hot quasiparticles, the upper limit of quasiparticle density is estimated to be 2.2 × 10
per Cooper pair. The corresponding quasiparticle-induced decay time is calculated to be T 1 = 108 µs, in reasonable agreement with the independently measured decay time T 1 = 80 µs. This suggests that both the residual excited-state population and relaxation times could be limited by quasiparticles for this device.
The experiments were conducted in a Leiden cryogen-free dilution refrigerator (model CF-450) with a base temperature of 15 mK. A temperature controller (model Lakeshore 370) is used to set the temperature with better than 0.1 mK stability at the thermometer. A detailed schematic indicating the placement and types of attenuation and filters used in this measurement is presented in the supplementary material [39] .
The sample is a 5×5 mm 2 sapphire chip comprising an aluminum, single-junction 3D transmon qubit [27] with energy scales E J /E C = 58 and transition frequencies f ge = 4.97
GHz and f ef = 4.70 GHz. The qubit is controlled using a circuit-QED approach through its strong dispersive coupling (g/2π = 100 MHz) to an aluminum cavity with a TE101 mode frequency of 10.976 GHz (when loaded with a sapphire chip), an internal quality factor Q i > 10
6
, and two ports with a net coupling Q c = 10
5
. The chip is mounted in the geometric center of the cavity using indium at the corners. The sample in the present experiment exhibited coherence times: T 1 = 80 µs (60 − 90 µs), T * 2 = 115 µs (90 − 115 µs), and T 2E = 154 ≈ 2T 1 µs. The observed range of T 1 and T * 2 times over multiple cooldowns of this device are indicated parenthetically. All the experiments presented in this paper are carried out with a standard dispersive readout method and without the use of a parametric amplifier. In principle, when there is non-zero excited-state population P |e in the qubit, one should be able to observe an e → f transition peak in qubit spectroscopy. In practice, however, it may be difficult to distinguish this transition experimentally from the background noise for small P |e . In a recent publication [1] , Geerlings et al. reported a method to measure small P |e levels (≈ 1 − 10%, T eff = 60 − 100 mK in their 3D transmon). In their approach, P |e is determined by driving a Rabi oscillation between qubit states |e and |f , hereafter called an "e-f Rabi oscillation". In this work, we measured P |e using a modified protocol based on this method.
In Fig. 1 , the readout-signal amplitude as a function of readout-signal frequency indicates the pulled cavity frequency for states |g , |e , and |f . For purposes of illustration, the qubit was prepared in state |f using sequential π g→e and π e→f pulses, and then allowed to relax and partially populate states |g and |e before readout.
Whereas Geerlings et al. used a frequency corresponding to state |g for qubit readout, in our experiment, we use the readout frequency corresponding to state |e (red circle) to measure directly the e-f Rabi oscillation. Reading out state |e simplifies the protocol by reducing the required number of π g→e pulses. Moreover, since the readout tone for state |e is off-resonance with the cavity when the qubit is in state |g , its predominant state in this experiment, and the cavity Q is sufficiently high (Q c = 10 5 ), the cavity is only resonantly excited during readout in the rare cases that the qubit is in state |e .
The modified measurement protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1b . We measure the e-f Rabi oscillation for two different conditions. First, we apply a π g→e pulse to the qubit, swapping the populations of states |g and |e (left panel, Fig. 1b) . We then apply an e-f driving pulse and read out state |e as a function of the pulse duration. The resulting Rabi oscillation is measured for 1 µs, containing more than 4 periods, and it appears sinusoidal due to the long Rabi decay time T R > 100 µs. Note that the π g→e pulse swaps the populations of state |e and |g . Assuming the qubit population exists entirely within states |g , |e , and |f , the oscillation amplitude is proportional to P |g − P |f , where P |g and P |f are the occupation probabilities of |g and |f , respectively. We denote this amplitude A ref , the reference used when determining P |e .
Second, we solely apply an e-f Rabi driving pulse without Fig. 1b ). In this case, the observed oscillation amplitude is proportional to P |e −P |f . We denote the oscillation amplitude A sig , the signal to be compared with the reference.
We are most interested in determining P |e in the lowtemperature limit, i.e., near the base temperature 15 mK. At sufficiently low bath temperatures, i.e., T E ge /k B ≈ E ef /k B ≈ 235 mK, we take P |f → 0 in our analytic treatment. This assumption is reasonable, since one normally expects P |f ≤ P |e ≤ P |g in the absence of extraneous coherent excitation, which we do not observe. Furthermore, simulated populations based on the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (see below) are consistent with this assumption for T ≤ 50 mK. It follows that A sig = A 0 P |e and A ref = A 0 P |g , where A 0 is a factor converting the qubit state occupation probability to the readout voltage. In this limit, P |e +P |g = 1 and A sig + A ref = A 0 , such that the population of state |e is:
in which A sig and A ref are determined experimentally. We emphasize that for T ≤ 50 mK, P exp |e is a very good estimator for P |e in this device. While measuring A ref is straightforward due to its large signal-to-noise ratio, the main technical challenge is to measure A sig precisely at the lowest temperatures. When the population of state |e is in the range of 1-10% [1] , one can directly determine A sig by fitting the observed e-f Rabi trace to a sinusoidal function. In our setup, a similarly discernable P |e level can be obtained by heating the sample to higher temperatures, where thermally excited population at state |e is significant. In Fig. 1c , the e-f Rabi trace with (blue points) and without (red points) the π g→e swap pulse were both visible at an elevated bath temperature of 150 mK, enabling us to measure directly both A ref and A sig .
In principle, provided one averages sufficiently, one can reduce the background noise and determine A sig using this trace-fitting method. However, assuming that each experiment is independent, the background fluctuations decreases only as the square-root of the number of trials averaged. Improving the resolution from 1% to 0.1% would require a factor 100× more trials and, thus, a factor 100× in time. As a result, for P |e 1%, it is practically prohibitive to measure the entire trace in Fig. 1c ( i.e., 35 points, each requiring approximately 10 7 averages given our set-up).
We therefore further modified the experimental protocol to increase data acquisition efficiency. Since we use the same e-f Rabi driving power to measure both the signal and the reference traces, we expect the frequency and phase of these traces to be the same. We can therefore obtain amplitudes A sig and A ref by measuring two points each: the maximum and minimum amplitudes (S1 and S2) for the signal trace and, similarly, (R1 and R2) for the reference trace [39] . Compared with measuring the full trace, this "two-point" method greatly reduces the acquisition time.
We designed a calibration experiment to validate the protocol. We first applied a small fraction of a π g→e pulse to the qubit, which pumps k% of the ground-state population P |g to state |e , and simultaneously brings k% of any residual excited-state population P |e to ground state. The pumped excited-state population P p |e is P p |e = kP |g + (1 − k)P |e (2) in which P |e is the initial excited-state population. We then drove an e-f Rabi oscillation and measured the oscillation amplitude A sig . The measured P p |e should depend linearly on k, and its intercept at k = 0 (no pumping pulse) is P |e at base temperature (i.e., assuming P |f = 0).
We scanned k over the range 0.2% − 5.0% and measured P p |e at the base temperature T = 15 mK (see Fig. 2 ). The data fit well to a linear function, validating the protocol, and yield an intercept P |e = 0.067%, with 95% confidence bounds of (0.025%, 0.011%) This value can in fact be regarded as one estimate for the residual excited-state population at the bath temperature of 15 mK.
When the bath temperature is raised, one expects that the excited-state population of the qubit will increase (see Fig.1c ) In thermal equilibrium with the refrigerator at temperature T , the qubit-state population of states |i at energies E i follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
Here, Z = j g j exp(−E j /k B T ) is the partition function, g i is the degeneracy of each energy level E i , and k B is the Boltzmann constant. In our analysis, we define E |g ≡ 0, g i = 1, and consider the lowest-four energy levels in the transmon (a sufficient number for the temperature range considered here). Using Eq. (3), we calculate the equilibrium population P |e and the ratio P exp |e (see Eq. 1) versus temperature, and plot them in Figs. 3a and 3b . The equilibrium traces P exp |e and P |e are indistinguishable for T ≤ 50 mK. At higher temperatures the assumption P f = 0 is no longer valid, and the traces differ by as much as 2% at 160 mK.
Excited-state population measurements were performed as a function of temperature over the range T = 15 − 150 mK. For each set point, after the temperature sensor (fixed on the cold finger near the device) reading is stable to within 0.1 mK, we wait an additional 2 hours before acquiring data to ensure the qubit has reached its steady-state population distribution. In Fig. 3a the experimental P exp |e generally matches the simulation of Eq. 1) assuming Maxwell-Boltzmann populations (black trace) over the range 35-150 mK, consistent with the qubit being in thermal equilibrium with the cryostat. In the range 35-60 mK, P exp |e also matches the Maxwell-Boltzmann estimate for P |e (red trace). Below 35 mK (Fig. 3b) , the experimental P exp |e deviates from thermal equilibrium, saturating at around P exp |e = P |e = 0.1% (purple dashed line). This saturation level is consistent with the estimate obtained during the calibration experiment (Fig 2) . Although P |e = 0.1% is an order of magnitude lower than other reports in the literature, it remains about four orders of magnitude higher than the expected equilibrium value (∼ 10 −5 %) at 15 mK. We note that 0.1% is approximately the measurement resolution of our setup; this resolution is not a fundamental limitation and can be improved by incorporating a low-noise parametric amplifier.
We define an effective temperature T eff as the temperature that would have generated the observed P |e in an otherwise identical equilibrium qubit, according to Eq. 3. In our qubit, the cross-over from thermal equilibrium to saturation at P |e = 0.1% occurs at T eff = 35 mK.
A potential mechanism for the observed non-equilibrium qubit temperature is the presence of "hot" non-equilibrium quasiparticles (i.e., those with energy higher than ∆ + E ge , where ∆ is the superconducting energy gap) [40] . Stray thermal photons entering the cavity from higher-temperature stages of the refrigerator may in principle generate new quasiparticles or heat existing ones depending on the photon energy. Such "hot" quasiparticles, in turn, lose energy E ge to the qubit and drive it out of thermal equilibrium to a degree determined by the non-equilibrium quasiparticle density. Following Wenner et al., the quasiparticle-induced excited-state population can be written as [40] P qp |e 2.17(n qp /n cp )(∆/E ge ) 3 .65 (4) in which n cp is the Cooper-pair density and n qp is the density of all quasiparticles. Taking the observed excited-state population P qp |e = 0.1% to be solely induced by quasiparticles, the upper limit for the quasiparticle density is (n qp /n cp ) = 2.2 × 10 −7
per Cooper pair. Within these assumptions, the quasiparticle-induced decay rate for a transmon qubit is [40, 41] 
in which R N is the normal-state resistance of the Josephson junction, and C is the qubit capacitance. Taking ∆ = 170 µeV, R N = 9.5 kΩ and C = 80 fF, we have Γ qp = 9.30 kHz, corresponding to a relaxation time T qp 1 = 108 µs, which is only about 35% larger than the measured time T 1 = 80 µs for this sample.
We have measured similar effective temperatures T eff = 30−45 mK for several superconducting qubit modalities (flux qubit, capacitively shunted flux qubit, 2D transmons) measured in our lab in both a dry (Leiden CF-450) and wet (Oxford Kelvinox 400) refrigerator with similar wiring and filtering configurations [39] . In particular, we observed T = 35±4 mK for a capacitively shunted flux qubit with similar qubit parameters, including f ge = 4.7 GHz, f resonator = 8.3 GHz, Q c = 5000 and g/2π = 100 MHz. This is notable, because this device was read out dispersively using a cavity with 10× lower Q c , that is, with a much stronger coupling to the coaxial cables in our refrigerator than the 3D transmon.
To summarize, we have studied the first excited-state population of a 3D transmon qubit over the temperature range T = 15 − 150 mK. The excited-state population matches Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics over the range T = 35 − 150 mK, consistent with a qubit in thermal equilibrium with the refrigerator. For temperatures below 35 mK, the excited-state population saturates to a small value with an upper-bound of 0.1%, limited by our measurement resolution. Assuming the residual population is solely caused by non-equilibrium "hot" quasiparticles, the calculated and measured relaxation times are plausibly consistent for this device. We have observed similarly low effective temperature in multiple devices and configurations, including a readout resonator with 10× larger coupling Q. While we present our full filtering and attenuation schematic in the supplementary material [39] , we did not need to change any particular aspect of our measurement system to achieve these effective temperatures, and so there is no particular "reason" beyond careful cryogenic engineering that we can identify for their relatively low values.
We thank George Fitch and Terry Weir for technical assistance; and A.J. Kerman for useful discussions. This research resolution) through PID feedback control of a current sent to a 100-Ohm resistor (heater) mounted on the mixing chamber. The heater is located far from the device and the thermometer.
The device is isolated from higher temperature stages of the refrigerator through a series of nested shields. Starting with the qubit (and working outwards), the device is mounted inside an aluminum cavity (Fig. S1 ). This cavity is thermally anchored to a copper cold finger attached to the mixing chamber plate with variable temperature down to 15 mK. The cavity is located inside an aluminum box with feedthroughs allowing the coaxial cables and the copper finger to enter it, and it is also anchored to the copper cold finger. The inside of the aluminum box is lined with a thin layer of copper (also anchored to the cold finger), and the copper is coated with SiC powder (20 grit) and Stycast 2850FT [2, 3] . We note that T 1 times do not appear to vary significantly whether the device is mounted inside or outside this box, but we have not performed a systematic study. We also note that devices measured previously in an aluminum can without the microwave absorbing material had similarly low effective temperatures. Next, a µ-metal can is attached to the mixing chamber plate. Then, there are two brass cans: one at the 50-mK "cold-plate" stage and one at the 800-mK still stage. Finally, there is a hermetically sealed inner-vacuum-chamber (IVC) can at the 3-K stage. Care is taken to block line-of-sight paths between temperature stages.
On the input side, there is 49 dB attenuation from discrete attenuators (XMA) mounted between the 3-K stage and the mixing chamber. There is additional frequency-dependent loss from the coaxial cables. Two microwave switches (Radiall R591762600) mounted on the cold finger allow up to six samples to share the same input and output lines. On the input and output sides of the device, a high-pass (RLC F-18948, 4 GHz cutoff) and low-pass (RLC L-3615, 12.4 GHz cutoff) filter provide a net 4-12.4 GHz passband with > 60 dB isolation in the high-frequency stop band out to at least 40 GHz. After the output filters, 3 isolators (Quinstar / Pamtech, model CWJ1019KS414, 3-12 GHz, with approximately 15-20 dB isolation each) are mounted on the mixing chamber. The signal is amplified using JPL/Caltech cryogenic preamplifiers (1-12 GHz, 30 dB gain, 4-6K noise temperature). We attempted to improve SNR by combining the two amplifiers in series for the 3D transmon data. In the series case, the gain of the second preamplifier is largely saturated by the output of the first preamplifier, but there is otherwise no adverse effect. 200K noise temperature). Between the two room temperature amplifies, a 3D cavity (loaded with a sapphire chip) is used as a narrow-band band-pass filter to improve the signal-tonoise ratio and to reduce the saturation of the second amplifier. Nonetheless, the second amplifier was partially saturated with no adverse effect. The signal was then demodulated and digitized (Acquiris U1084A). In subsequent measurements with a flux qubit (see below), it was determined that the use of series amplifiers (cold and warm) did not produce a substantial SNR improvement due to amplifier saturation. The resonator cavity was machined from Aluminum 6061-T6, and its size is 19 × 17 × 4 mm 3 . The internal Q of the cavity is measured to be above 10
6
. Microwave ports are located at opposing corners of the cavity, where the electric field is relatively weak. The coupling pins are made of semi-rigid coax cables with 15 mm of outer conductor removed and inner conductor exposed. The coupling pin is equipped with a fine-pitch threaded shell, which is threaded onto the cavity and is fixed with a nut. In this design, the coupling Q can in principle be tuned precisely by rotating the coupling pin. The cavity was sealed with Indium wire to make it light-tight against the residual hot photons in the mixing chamber stage. However, this is likely unnecessary, as all other 2D qubits had no similar precautions, but achieved similarly low effective temperatures.
Experimental protocol used to reduce low-frequency drift
To address the problem of low-frequency drift of the signal during long averaging periods, the data were taken in a cyclical manner, in the order of R1-R2-S1-S2-R1..., with 5000 averages for each point. Each such cycle thus comprised 5000 × 4 = 20000 averages and required approximately 10 seconds. To take a total N averages, we split the measurement into N/20000 cycles, and the excited-state population was calculated for each cycle. Finally, the mean value over all cycles determined P |e for N averages. Using this method, low-frequency noise below approximately 0.1 Hz was experimentally mitigated during signal acquisition.
Effective temperature measurements of a capacitively shunted flux qubit
We have also measured the residual excited-state population of a capacitively-shunted flux qubit measured using dispersive readout via a coplanar waveguide cavity [1] . The qubit frequency is 4.7 GHz, and it is capacitively coupled to a coplanar waveguide-type resonator with f resonator = 8.3 GHz, Q c = 5000, and with a coupling strength g = 100 MHz. In contrast to the 3D transmon measurement and its set-up in Fig. S1 , only a single cryogenic amplifier and a single MITEQ amplifier were used. The band-pass cavity was also removed. Following the MITEQ amplifier, an SRS lowfrequency preamplifier (SR445A, DC -350 MHz bandwidth, 5 V/V gain) was added before the digitizer. Fig. S2(a) shows the excited-state population, measured repeatedly for 16 hours using the techniques described in the main text. In Fig. S2(b) , we plot a histogram of the data in Fig. S2(a) . The average population is 0.17 % +/-0.097%, which for a qubit frequency of 4.7 GHz corresponds to an effective temperature of 35 +/-4 mK.
